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In civil aviation flight path planning, in order to effectively reduce the safety threat caused by the volcanic ash area to the civil
aviation flight, factors such as the speed and acceleration of the aircraft in the volcanic ash area must be considered. In this paper,
we propose an improved A-star algorithm by adopting the concept of potential collision set and using the velocity vector idea of
optimal reciprocal collision avoidance (ORCA). (e improved A-star algorithm selects the optimal speed range of the aircraft
from the limited elements, obtains the speed and acceleration set of the aircraft in the volcanic ash area, calculates the flight path
through the displacement increment, continuously refreshes the global starting point to the target point, and finally obtains the
final path planning results by calculating the total cost value. (e improved A-star algorithm is used to plan two flight paths from
Madrid to Cairo and Algiers to Rome in volcanic ash areas. (e verification results show that the improved A-star algorithm
optimizes the flight path planning in the volcanic ash area and has the advantages of less search nodes, a small search range, and
short computing time.

1. Introduction

Volcanic ash produced by volcanic eruptions will have a
serious impact on the vicinity, especially if the volcanic ash
cloud rises to the top of the troposphere and above, it will
pose a major threat to aviation safety [1]. When a volcano
erupts, the ash rises and stays in the atmosphere for a long
time. After the ascent tends to stop, the volcanic ash will be
affected by the wind to spread and transfer, and aircraft
engines flying in the volcanic ash area easily inhale it. (e
temperature of the engine combustion chamber of modern
aircraft is much higher than the melting point of the main
component of volcanic ash, which will melt after being
inhaled by the engine. As the temperature of high-tem-
perature gas discharged backward drops, the volcanic ash is
very easy to recondensate in the engine structure, causing
the engine to surge or even stall. (ere have been flights that
have stopped in the air after straying into the volcanic ash
region. In order to prevent accidents, one aircraft took 16
minutes to restart the engine after taxiing to 3000meters, but

the fuselage was still severely damaged. In addition to af-
fecting the engine, volcanic ash can also scratch the fuselage
surface, affecting the windshield, windows on both sides of
the fuselage, the wing surface, the flap, the Fin stabilizer, and
even the Pitot tube and the electrostatic probe.

Over the past 20 years, there have been more than 90
records of direct damage to international flights caused by
volcanic ash. Recent incidents where volcanic ash has af-
fected flights are as follows. In 2010, a volcanic eruption in
Iceland affected flights over Europe and the Atlantic Ocean
for more than 20 days. In 2014, due to the eruption of a
volcano in Indonesia, several flights were forced to the
ground. (e Alaska Peninsula continued to erupt in 2016,
forcing more and more flights to be canceled. In 2018, a
volcanic eruption in Bali caused several flights to be tem-
porarily canceled.

Because the ash particles are less than millimeters in
diameter and contain less water of their own, they are
undetectable by airborne radar, and it is difficult for pilots to
determine with the naked eye. (e only thing that can be
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distinguished after straying into the volcanic ash area is that
the aircraft fuselage will be surrounded by a hazy glow. (e
airplane rubs against the particles in the volcanic ash during
high-speed flight, generating static electricity. When this
phenomenon is discovered, the crew should turn 180 de-
grees and leave the area as soon as possible. It is more
appropriate to reroute around these areas by judging where
the ash appears and where it is likely to spread and transfer
when affected by high-altitude winds. Our country has not
yet been affected by the volcanic eruption, but our flights to
Iceland, the United States and Australia, and other paths
have been affected by volcanic ash.WAFS has the function of
forecasting volcanic ash and other important weather, which
can ensure flight safety to a certain extent.

(e problem studied in this paper is how to find the
optimal path for the aircraft to fly around the ash cloud. At
present, the existing methods include traditional classical
algorithm (Dijkstra algorithm, artificial potential field
method, etc.) and modern intelligent algorithm (A-star al-
gorithm, genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization,
etc.), but the classical algorithm is affected by the setting of
conditions, and intelligent algorithms often have the
problems with local optimization or high complexity.
(erefore, this paper adopts the ORCA algorithm to im-
prove the idea of the A-star algorithm to achieve global and
local optimal solutions and reduce complexity.

(e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

First, in static path planning, an improved A-star al-
gorithm based on the vector ideas of the optimal re-
ciprocal collision avoidance (ORCA) algorithm with
the critical velocity vector as the search boundary is
proposed, making the exploration direction no longer
restricted by the grid points, shortening the path length,
reducing the turning angle, and reducing the distance
away from the course. (e A-star algorithm grid ex-
ploration is simplified to the node exploration in the
network diagram, which greatly reduces the number of
exploration nodes and the direction of exploration.
(ereby the improved algorithm greatly reduces the
number of exploration nodes and the operation time of
the A-star algorithm; that is, it reduces the complexity
while achieving global and local optimal solutions.
Second, the improved A-star algorithm was used to
optimize the two paths influenced by volcanic ash from
Madrid to Cairo and Algiers to Rome individually. (e
path planning in the volcanic ash area is better realized.
(e optimized path is compared and analyzed with the
optimization results of other algorithms according to
the flight distance, the amount of angle change, run
time, and the computation complexity.

(e organizational structure of the rest part of the paper
is as follows. (e second section mainly introduces the
related research at home and abroad and analyzes the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of different algorithms. In the
third section, the algorithm model of volcanic ash area path
planning and the improved A-star algorithm are proposed.

(e fourth section simulates the improved algorithm and
analyzes the simulation results of the two paths covered by
volcanic ash fromMadrid to Cairo and Algiers to Rome.(e
fifth section summarizes the full-text work as well as the
future research directions.

2. Related Work

In the current path planning algorithm, the algorithms are
generally divided into two categories according to the ob-
stacle movement forms and the surrounding environments,
global path planning, and local path planning. Global path
planning refers to the use of algorithms to search path in a
state where the surrounding environment of the aircraft is
completely known. Generally, there are two steps of map
establishment and path search. However, when the sur-
rounding changes suddenly, the path planning is easy to fall
into the local optimal solution. It is a preplanning algorithm.

Local path planning refers to the path exploration of the
aircraft when the surrounding information is completely
unknown or only a small amount of information is known
during the flight. Local path planning focuses on the pro-
cessing of current local information so that the aircraft can
obtain better real-time obstacle avoidance capabilities. At
the same time, the position and geometric properties of the
object are dynamically calibrated in real time. (e local path
planning combines the modeling of the environment around
the aircraft with the search for the optimal path. It requires
that the algorithm must have high-speed calculation effi-
ciency and be able to feedback and correct obstacles and the
planned path in real time [2].

In the aspect of path planning, Myers et al. proposed an
improved Dijkstra algorithm model based on the consid-
eration of aircraft performance to realize the dynamic re-
distribution of nodes [3]. (ree assumptions are added to
the mathematical model of multiobjective dynamic resource
management to improve the accuracy of dynamic path
planning. Cheung proposed a node-based routing algo-
rithm, which introduced the A-star algorithm with the
constraints of the best time and the lowest cost [4]. It not
only maintains the low complexity of the algorithm but also
limits the exploration nodes of the algorithm and improves
the efficiency of the algorithm. Patle et al. proposed a path
planning algorithm based on probability and fuzzy logic [5].
Probability determines the next move path and real-time
planning. (is is an improvement to the traditional path
planning algorithm, but it is easy to fall into the result of the
local optimal solution because of the probability problem.
D’Amato et al. used a method based on visibility reduction
graph (RVG) to minimize the path length by connecting the
nodes of arcs and segments and find the shortest path and
optimal path points for different paths. In the preprocessing
stage, the space is divided into view areas, and the spatial
index is defined as straight lines and curves [6].

Zhang et al. established a multiobjective rerouting
planning model in this study for terminal airspace under
convective weather conditions in the tactical air traffic flow
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management phase [7]. Although the meteorological factors
were objectively considered and the model was established,
the selection of the model’s influencing factors will have a
greater impact on the results, and careful selection is re-
quired. (e computation complexity of nondominated
sorting is reduced, the sampling space is enlarged, and the
crowding degree and crowding degree operators are in-
troduced to make up for the shortcomings of the traditional
genetic algorithm. Li also studied scattered hazardous
weather, proposed a specific coding method, and introduced
a deletion algorithm into the genetic algorithm, which could
provide emphasis for decision-makers [8]. Wang et al.
proposed a path planning algorithm for arbitrary heading
under the condition that flight safety is the first priority [9].
(e dangerous degree of the grid is taken as the criterion of
exploring node, and the practicability of the algorithm is
proved by comparing it with the traditional algorithm.
Wang et al. formed the NSGA-III algorithm based on the
grid method path planning model combined with flow
constraints and the redirection point’s layout to avoid the
potential conflict problem of multiaircraft redirection ef-
fectively [10]. Zhang et al. studied the optimal gait pa-
rameters combination of three gaits by using nondominated
sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [11]. Orozco-Rosas
et al. combined membrane computing with a genetic al-
gorithm and the artificial potential field method to find the
parameters to generate a feasible and safe path [12]. (e
MemPBPF algorithm proposed by Orozco-Rosas et al.
contains dynamic membranes that include a pseudobacterial
genetic algorithm for evolving the required parameters in
the artificial potential field method [13]. (e nondominated
sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) with elite retention
strategy is applied to the research of path planning, a coding
method suitable for path planning is proposed, and a de-
letion operator is introduced. (e NSGA-III algorithm itself
is an improvement of the genetic algorithm. On the basis of
the second-generation algorithm, a new restriction condi-
tion based on traffic is added. (e congestion degree is no
longer used but a new population nondominated ranking is
used to analyze individuals and solve path planning prob-
lems. It has high adaptability. Zheng et al. formed an im-
proved A-star algorithm based on the idea of “tracking” to
solve the problem that the optimal path of traditional A-star
algorithm is “broken path.” (e algorithm uses the differ-
ential equation of the tracking model to solve the track and
then “curved track” with a shorter distance than the initial
“broken track” [14]. Bast et al. surveyed recent advances in
algorithms for path planning in transportation networks
[15]. Zhou et al. constructed an intelligent planning system
for travel between cities based on the A-star algorithm [16].
Chen et al. proposed a weather path planning method based
on the improved A-star algorithm; they reserved 5 search
out-degree directions according to the starting point and the
target point with a straight line and measure the angle α
between the line and the true north direction [17].

van den Berg et al. presented a formal approach to re-
ciprocal n-body collision avoidance, where multiple mobile
robots need to avoid collisions with each other while moving
in a common workspace [18]. Zhao used the simulated

annealing algorithm intelligent algorithm as the guiding
ideology of the path planning [19]. Singh and Willcox in-
troduced an unmanned aerial vehicle path planning method
using dynamic data to drive flight capability estimation [20].
Croce et al. used the VRP and the PCP as two sequential
decision levels adopted by the same decision-maker [21].
Musolino et al. integrated the PCP and VRP levels through
methodological and experimentation activities [22].

Although trajectory optimization method problems of
UAVs are different from the aircraft path planning problem,
there are similarities. Chen et al., based on mixed-integer
linear programming, proposed an exact formulation to seek
optimal flight paths for UAVs. (en, a clustering-based
algorithm was presented to classify regions into clusters and
to obtain feasible flight paths with the objective of mini-
mizing the task completion time of UAVs [23]. Zhou et al.
proposed an optimization method based on the Bessel
curve’s minimum and high-order displacement derivative
trajectory [24]. Chen et al. introduced an exact formulation
based on mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) to
completely search the solution space with the models of
UAVs and regions. (en, by improving the evaluation
function and the node selection strategy, an improved A∗
algorithm is presented to produce an optimal flight path for
UAVs. [25]. Ling et al. study the path planning problem of a
UAV searching for multiple targets in the environment with
irregular obstacles. (ey proposed an improved geometric
algorithm (IGA) to optimize the length between different
target points. Meanwhile, a search strategy based on the ant
colony system (ACS) is proposed to find a search sequence
with the shortest flying distance.(e path length obtained by
IGA-ACS is shorter, and the running time is very short [26].
Yang and Zhang examine the maneuver trajectory gener-
ation methods for UAVs based on energy optimization and
design appropriate maneuver commands in the UAV flight
envelope to achieve optimal energy performance [27].

(e above analysis shows that the traditional path
planning algorithms have problems such as too many search
nodes, wide search directions, and long calculation time in
aircraft flight path planning. A-star algorithm, D-star al-
gorithm, and genetic algorithm are used in many docu-
ments, but the most prominent shortcoming of genetic
algorithm is that it needs to encode and decode the problem
properly, better convergence will lead to premature con-
vergence, and the crossover rate and mutation rate of the
genetic algorithm may have a great impact on the result.
D-star algorithm and A-star algorithm can also achieve good
results in the shortest path problem, but the time complexity
of the D-star algorithm is much higher than the A-star
algorithm. (erefore, we choose the heuristic A-star algo-
rithm; A-star algorithm has good applicability, can be ap-
plied to path planning in various situations, and can ensure
to find a feasible solution. By introducing the concept of a
potential collision set, the velocity and acceleration set of the
aircraft in the volcanic ash region are obtained, and the
optimal velocity range of the aircraft is selected from the
finite element models. (e flight trajectory is calculated by
adding displacement increment, and the F(n) value is
refreshed continuously to get the final path planning result.
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Compared with other path planning algorithms, the
A-star algorithm has the following outstanding advantages:

(1) A-star algorithm is a heuristic algorithm optimized
by the Dijkstra algorithm. Compared with other
kinds of algorithms, the solution of the A-star al-
gorithm is accurate and efficient, and the grid path is
evaluated by the evaluation function to select the
optimal path, without falling into the defect of local
optimization. Compared with other heuristic algo-
rithms, the A-star algorithm has the least number of
nodes and the least amount of calculation.

(2) A-star algorithm mainly relies on heuristic functions
for pathfinding. In different rerouting scenarios,
different evaluation functions can be selected to
improve the search strategy of the A-star algorithm.

(3) A-star algorithm is also more adaptable to the en-
vironment; it can be improved by combining the
advantages of other algorithms to achieve the pur-
pose of finding the best path more effectively.

(e A-star algorithm also has certain defects. Due to the
problem of the A-star algorithm search strategy, when it
finds the best iteration point, it usually expands from the
parent node to every node around it, which causes a large
number of unnecessary node calculations, When the ac-
curacy of the local map is higher, the map grid division is
smaller, which increases the amount of calculation. Because
the grid method is a grid-type path connection, sometimes it
will cause the transition and turning, which is not conducive
to the actual aircraft movement.

(e ORCA algorithm can meet the requirements of real-
time motion planning and obstacle avoidance in dynamic
environments [28]. (e main idea is to select the speed
outside the speed barrier region, and the speed gives a linear
speed selection region (ORCA region) with the current two
agents [29].

(e limitations of the ORCA algorithm are mainly in the
following three points:

(1) (e decision time of the ORCA algorithm increases
with the increase of the number of motions, and it is
unable to deal with the problem of large-scale agents
well in a short time

(2) ORCA algorithm does not always find a reasonable
speed linear selection region, and sometimes, some
approximate regions are needed to replace it, which
will lead to some obstacle avoidance selections of the
ORCA algorithm which are not optimal

(3) ORCA algorithm does not take into account the
kinematic constraints of the aircraft very well [29]

A-star algorithm is exactly complementary to the ORCA
algorithm:

(1) ORCA algorithm is a local path planning method,
which aims to make individuals avoid other indi-
vidual goals and obstacles that are close to them-
selves. ORCA algorithm can only perceive the
situation close to itself; without global environment

information, it cannot find the shortest path between
the starting point and the target point, which is
exactly the problem solved by the A-star algorithm.

(2) A-star algorithm is a global pathfinding algorithm,
which can find the shortest path from the starting
point to the target point. (e global information of
the algorithm contains the obstacle information of
the whole environment. But A-star algorithm cannot
perceive the specific surrounding conditions of all
individuals, so the A-star algorithm cannot handle
the collision problem, which happens to be the
problem solved by the ORCA algorithm.

3. Path Planning

(e A-star algorithm is one of the most commonly used
methods in static path planning. In order to solve the
problem of the impact of volcanic ash on flight safety, the
velocity vector model of the volcanic ash region is estab-
lished, and the optimal speed range is found under the
conditions of monitoring the diffusion and transfer of
volcanic ash. (en, using the vector idea of the ORCA al-
gorithm to improve the A-star algorithm can make the
aircraft bypass the threat area perfectly and ensure flight
safety.

For easier reading, the variables and technical terms used
in this paper are defined and explained in Table 1.

3.1. Volcanic Ash Model. Let us assume that each ash field
is a circle. In order to ensure flight safety, as far as possible to
cover the center of the condensation core volcanic ash re-
gion, the area covered by volcanic ash is a three-dimensional
space, which can be divided into two-dimensional planes
according to different flight levels. Assuming that all vol-
canic ash areas are set as B, each volcanic ash area Bi has a
current position PBi (position of volcanic ash condensation
nuclei), current velocity VBi, and circular radius (radius of
volcanic ash clouds) RBi. (e ash field covers an area that can
be detected by satellite and can be fed back to aircraft that
have encountered the ash. (ese are the parameters that can
be observed by the aircraft. In addition, it is assumed that
each volcanic ash area will not be affected by other volcanic
ash or other factors along the course of the current speed
direction; that is, all volcanic ash areas are independent and
unrelated. (e airplane has a maximum speed VAmax and
the desired speed VAexp, which are limited by the perfor-
mance of the airplane. (e direction of VAexp points to the
target airport of the airplane, and the ideal length ofVAexp is
equal to VAmax. (e speed vector synthesis diagram is
shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, A is flying forward, and VA represents the
speed vector of the airplane at the current position. To
prevent the aircraft from contacting the volcanic ash area
and achieve the purpose of path planning in a dynamic
environment, the concept of a potential collision set is in-
troduced. (e elements of this set include all volcanic ash
areas that may overlap with the aircraft in the future T time.
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(e ash is only moved by the influence of the wind, and
the information of wind speed and wind direction is very
easy to get. So VB represents the speed vector of the volcanic
ash area. For airplanes, it is VAexp −VBexp. VA∩B represents
the speed at which A and B will overlap. It is the potential
collision set we just said. VA′ represents the speed at which
the two do not overlap, which is the speed at which it is
perfectly safe. (e aircraft must consider the speed of all
volcanic ash areas and try to avoid the risk of collision with
them. Of course, this speed needs to be within the speed
range that meets the performance conditions.

Another point to note is that for airplanes, the direction
of flight speed cannot be omnidirectional, and each airplane
can only have an optional half-plane speed. At the same
time, each aircraft has its own maximum acceleration and
deceleration. Although there are a limited number of
combinations in the two-dimensional set of velocities and
acceleration (Vx, Vy), how to choose the best speed from the
intersection of these optional multiple planes, especially

when the linear division may not find the optimal solution
under such complex conditions, we need to choose the “as
safe as possible” speed. Because the acceleration and de-
celeration of the aircraft have a relatively small effect on the
speed in a short time, changing the speed direction of the
aircraft seems to be a more reliable way.

(e ORCA algorithm is a local navigation method,
which is based on the perception of the surrounding in-
formation and does not overlap the obstacle area. However,
the ORCA algorithm can not find the shortest path from the
beginning to the end of the aircraft.(is is exactly the kind of
problem that the A-star algorithm can solve. In addition, the
ORCA algorithm can improve the efficiency of the A-star
algorithm to explore nodes.(eORCA algorithm can ensure
the aircraft always moving toward the target and avoid the
obstacle area in the process. For the area of volcanic ash,
airplane A can be regarded as a moving particle. As long as it
is ensured that the speed direction ofA does not overlap with
the volcanic ash area B, there will be no collision within a

Table 1: Abbreviation table.

Symbol Description
F(n) (e total cost from the global starting point to the global target point
g(n) (e cost of the shortest path from the global starting point to the current position
h(n) (e estimated cost of the shortest path from the current position to the global target point
PB Position of volcanic ash condensation nuclei
VB (e speed of volcanic ash
RB Radius of volcanic ash clouds
B Volcanic ash area
VA (e speed of an airplane
N (e exploration node in the running space of the algorithm
ORCA Optimal reciprocal collision avoidance
P(n) (e possibility of node x
Wi (e node to be explored in the next step
Wj (e node of the final destination of the aircraft
P (e global starting point
Q (e global target point
M (e linear distance between the current position and the global target point
s Current starting point
D Path length
Θ Change of angle
H Distance off course
T Run time
ri (e turning point
Urep(q) Repulsive potential field
krep Repulsion scale factor
ρ(q, q0) Distance from obstacle to aircraft
ρ0 (e range of influence of the obstacle

VA’

VA’
VA’

VA’

VB

VA
-VB

VA-B

VA B

Figure 1: Speed vector synthesis diagram.
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certain period of time. VA-B represents the combined vector
of VA and −VB speed. When VA-B ∈VA∩B, A and Bmust have
overlapping areas. When VA-B∈∉VA∩B, there will be no in-
tersection between A and B.

An aircraft in flight state will have a minimum speed to
maintain the flight state and a maximum speed limited by
the model. All speeds in this range are represented by sets.

VS � V ∈ Vmin, Vmax  . (1)

(e critical velocity vector is the velocity when there is
only a tangent point between the velocity and the obstacle
area, and the critical velocity vector must exist in the velocity
set VS.

When calculating the aircraft trajectory, we first consider
two adjacent moments and regard the motion trajectory
between two adjacent points as a straight line, which is
equivalent to moving Vt∗Δt in the forward direction of the
aircraft. We just project the distance to the x-axis and y-axis
of the coordinate system to get the displacement of the
aircraft in the coordinate system at time t+ 1 relative to time
t.

Δx � v · Δt · cos θt( ,

Δy � v · Δt · sin θt( .
(2)

By analogy, the cumulative sum of the displacement
increments in a period of time can calculate the distance
traveled by aircraft during this period.

x � x0 + v · Δt · cos θt( ,

y � y0 + v · Δt · sin θt( ,

θt � θt0 + w · Δt,

(3)

where x0 is the abscissa before the displacement of the
aircraft, x is the abscissa after the displacement of the air-
craft, y0 is the ordinate before the displacement of the
aircraft, and y is the ordinate after the displacement of the
aircraft. (e θt0 is the vertical coordinate before the dis-
placement of the aircraft and θt is the vertical coordinate
after the displacement of the aircraft.

(e perception and reaction cycle of the aircraft is shown
in Figure 2.

(e evaluation function is shown as

c � α · dist(V,ω) + β · velocity(V,ω). (4)

Dist(V, w) represents the distance between the aircraft’s
current position and the nearest volcanic ash area, and
velocity (V,ω) represents the aircraft’s speed and vector
direction at the current position.

Finally, we obtained

F(n) � g(n) + c · h nx, ny . (5)

3.2. Improved A-Star Algorithm. A-star algorithm formula
can be expressed as follows:

F(n) � g(n) + h(n), (6)

where F(n) represents the total cost from the global starting
point to the global target point, g(n) is the cost of the
shortest path from the global starting point to the current
position, and h(n) is the estimated cost of the shortest path
from the current position to the global target point. n is the
exploration node in the running space of the algorithm. (e
exact coordinates are n(nx, ny). (e values of x and y are the
same as in the above section.

(e searching process of the A-star algorithm is shown
in Figure 3.

When h(n)� 0, the A-star algorithm degenerates to the
Dijkstra algorithm. While h(n) is much larger than g(n), the
A-star algorithm is transformed into the DFS algorithm. If
the actual h(n) differs from the ideal h(n), the operating
efficiency of the A-star algorithm is also lower, so it is
necessary to give a reasonable direction to the a priori of
h(n).

g(n) � P(n) ∗ (g(n) − 1) + 1, (7)

where g(n) represents the actual cost after the update and
g′(n) represents the actual cost before the update. P(n)
represents the possibility of node x.

If point n is an area covered by volcanic ash, we take
P(n)� 0. At this time, the exploration node of g(n) will
increase by 1 and continue to explore. If point n is not
covered by volcanic ash, the aircraft can pass, take P(n)� 1,
and update the value of g(n).

Assuming that there are i volcanic ash-covered areas
located near the starting and ending points of the path, due
to the high-altitude wind, the nature of the volcanic ash
particles, and other factors, the size and degree of influence
of the volcanic ash covered areas are different. n represents
the current position of the aircraft, and j represents the
position of the global target point. Propose h(n) as follows:

h(n) � h’ n, Wi(  + distance Wi, Wj , (8)

where h(n) represents the actual cost after the update and
h′(n) represents the actual cost before the update. n is the
node of the current position of the aircraft,Wi is the node to
be explored in the next step, and Wj is the node of the final
destination of the aircraft. h′(n,Wi) represents the estimated
cost of moving from the current location n to the next node
Wi, and distance (Wi, Wj) represents the distance from the
next node Wi to the final target point Wj. (e optimization
of F(n) is achieved by continuously reducing the estimated
cost of h(n) and transforming it into increasing the actual
cost of g(n). (e choice of Wi is explained by algorithm
steps.

Different from other algorithms that require centralized
control, the ORCA algorithm is a more decentralized and
more practical algorithm because of its lower hardware
requirements and simpler calculations. Use the speed vector
idea of the ORCA algorithm to improve the h(n) function of
the A-star algorithm. Suppose that an airplane is flying in a
space environment with fixed information (start and end
points are known, static obstacles are known, and dynamic
obstacles are unknown). Volcanic ash will spread and
transfer with wind speed and direction due to its different
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mass, resulting in different obstacle areas. (is process is
slow. Compared with the flight process of a single aircraft,
the volcanic ash area can also be regarded as a static obstacle.

(e specific steps of the improved A-star algorithm are
as follows:

(1) Know the global starting point P and the global target
point Q, initialization parameters.

(2) Calculate the linear distance M between the current
position and the global target point, and use Eu-
clidean distance calculation.

(3) F(n) represents the total cost from the global starting
point to the global target point, g(n) is the cost of the
shortest path from the global starting point to the
current position, and h(n) is the estimated cost of the
shortest path from the current position to the global
target point.

(4) Assuming an ideal path F(n)min� g(n) from the
current start point to the global end point, the speed
direction of the aircraft at this time is from the global
departure point to the global target point.

(5) If there is a single volcanic ash coverage area, move
the line connecting the global starting point and the
global target point to both sides along the normal

direction until the point on the straight line is exactly
the line connecting the starting and ending points
and there is only one tangent point to the volcanic
ash clouds area. Get two tangent points between the
line and the volcanic ash-covered area, as shown in
Figure 4.

(6) If there are multiple volcanic ash covered areas at the
same time, calculate the distance M (sPB) between
the current starting point and the center of each
obstacle, and move the line along the normal di-
rection until the volcanic ash covered area that is
closest to the current starting point and has an in-
tersection with the original line. (ere are exactly
two tangent points or stops when the preset
boundary is reached.(e principle is the same as step
5.

(7) Compare the distance from the current position to
the two tangent points and select the relatively better
point by calculating the evaluation function.

(8) Set the tangent point 1 to n1, and make the con-
nection from the current starting point to the tangent
point n1 (the direction of the connecting line in
dynamic path planning is VA-B, as shown in
Figure 5).
If the line does not intersect with other obstacle
circles, calculate F(n1) at this time. If the line has an
intersection point n2 with other obstacle circles,
change it to the line from the current starting point
to the intersection point n2 and recalculate until the
recalculated line is only tangent to the obstacle circle.

(9) Regarding ni as the current starting point, repeat
Steps 4, 5, 6, and 7. If M> 0, continue to 3; if M is
equal to 0, stop and go to step 10.

Calculate the final F(n), which is the actual function from
the global starting point to the global target point.

3.3. Algorithm Implementation. (e implementation flow-
chart of the improved A-star algorithm is shown in Figure 6:

Step 1: the algorithm starts. If the path is just not
covered by the volcanic ash area, the spread and

Perceive the location 
and speed of the 
volcanic ash area

Calculate the speed 
vector of the airplane 
and the volcanic ash 

area

Choose a new speed 
suitable for the aircra�

Apply speed to update 
aircra� position

Figure 2: (e cyclic process of the aircraft sensing the volcanic ash area and processing it.

F (n4)

G (n4) H (n4) H (n3)G (n3) G (n2) H (n2)

G (n6) H (n6) H (n7)G (n7) G (n8) H (n8)

G (n5) H (n5) G (n1) H (n1)

F (n5)

F (n6) F (n7) F (n8)

F (n1)

F (n3) F (n2)

Current point

Figure 3: Searching process by A-star algorithm.
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transfer of volcanic ash caused by other factors will not
affect the path. Calculate the ideal condition F(n).
Step 2: at this time, h(n)� 0, F(n)min � g(n). If the
volcanic ash area will affect the path, move the line
connecting the global starting point and the global
target point along the normal direction until there is
only one intersection with the volcanic ash area.
Step 3: use the intersection as the intermediate node of
the path planning to determine the velocity vector, and
determine the displacement increment through the
velocity vector to obtain the updated F(n).
Step 4: to plan the path from the global starting point to
the intermediate node and the path from the inter-
mediate node to the global target point, continuously
update F(n) through the previous steps of the cycle to
complete the path planning.

(e pseudocode of the implementation program is
shown in Figure 7.

(e return value is directly replaced with the original
value to achieve the purpose of updating F(n).

According to the improved A-star algorithm, for each
volcanic ash cloud, only consider flying around two
boundaries, so that we just need to compare the two paths.
(e searching process by improved A-star algorithm is
shown in Figure 8.

3.4. 7e Objective Function. Considering factors such as air
traffic control procedures and flight performance of aircraft
during rerouting flight, we select four representative ob-
jective functions, which are path lengthD, change of angleΘ
(the smaller the Θ, the easier it is for the pilot to operate),
distance off course H (the smaller the H, the higher the
airspace utilization), and run-time T, respectively. (e

objective functions of multiobjective programming are
shown as

MinD � d p, r1(  + d r1, r2(  + · · · d rn−1, rn(  + d rn, Q( ,

MinΘ � θ p, r1(  + θ r1, r2(  + · · · θ rn−1, rn(  + θ rn, Q( ,

MinH,

MinT.

(9)

(e result of path planning is P − r1 − r2 . . . rn − Q, P is
the starting point, Q is the end point, and ri, (i � 1, 2 . . . n) is
the turning point.

4. Simulation and Results Analysis

(e ash clouds from the 2010 Icelandic volcano affected the
skies over Europe, prompting all European airlines to sus-
pend flights for five days, arranging test flights as soon as
conditions improved slightly, and gradually resume more
flights around the volcanic ash zone normal flight.

(e simulation experiment environment is shown in
Figure 9.

It can simulate the eruption process by volcanic crater
location, crater size, volcanic eruption intensity, wind speed
and direction during a volcanic eruption, and other factors.
(e direct flight path selects Madrid to Cairo and Algiers to
Rome as simulation cases and selects the volcanic ash clouds
at the cruise level of the path for horizontal analysis.

(e simulation tool used in this paper is KWare Erupt3,
which is an interface-type software for simulating volcanic
eruptions. (e procedures of the experiment are as follows:

Step 1: collect the data of the route and volcano, mark
the route and the volcanic ash area on the map, and
build the experimental scene.

tangency 1

tephros

Flight Course

tangency 2

Velocity vector

ve
rt

ic
al

 d
ire

ct
io

n

Figure 4: Cut point of a single volcanic ash area.

�e direction of Static path planning

�e velocity of
the ash cloud VB

�e velocity of airplane VA

Figure 5: Path planning when the ash cloud moves.
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Input:

Output: node of path

end

end

end

else

For n = new node do

if n in B, then

return n

VA=0

put back VA

VA=new VA

P= (BP,LP), Q=(BQ,LQ), VA=(VAx,VAy)
data set B={(B1,L1,R1),(B2,L2,R2),...,(Bi,Li,Ri)}

Figure 7: Program pseudocode.

F (n1) = G (n1) + H (n1)

F (n2) = G (n2) + H (n2)

Current point Finish point

Figure 8: Searching process by the improved A-star algorithm.

Start

Is there an intersection 
between the airplane speed vector and

the volcanic ash cloud

Calculate ideal F(n)

Calculate the displacement increment with the 
synthesized velocity vector

YES

Calculate the 
final F (n)

Plan the path to that point

Update F (n)

NO

�e vector of volcanic ash cloud diffusion and transfer 
is combined with the airplane speed vector

Calculate the airplane's speed vector based on the 
connecting point

End

Figure 6: Technical path of the improved A-star algorithm for velocity vector.
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Step 2: use the above algorithm for path planning and
consider volcanic ash clouds do not move.
Step 3: compare and analyze the results.
Step 4: considering the movement of volcanic ash,
adjust the results of the static path planning.

Madrid is the capital of Spain and it is located in central
Spain with the latitude and longitude coordinates being
(40°N, 3°W). Cairo is the capital of Egypt and it is located in
the northeast of Egypt with the latitude and longitude co-
ordinates being (30°N, 31°E). (e latitude and longitude
coordinates of the center of the volcanic ash area and the
circular radius of the volcanic clouds are shown in Table 2.

(e known spread and transfer of volcanic ash clouds
after the volcanic eruption are shown in Figure 7. (e circle
represents the area covered by volcanic ash, and the larger
the radius of the circle, the larger the range of volcanic ash in
the area.

As shown in Figure 10, track 1 and track 2, respectively,
represent the simulation results of selecting the velocity
vector interval at the boundary of No.2 and No.4 volcanic
ash areas.

(e tangent point is obtained after translation along the
normal direction from the connecting line of the starting
and ending points, the velocity vector interval is determined
by the tangent point, and the final track is obtained by
substituting it into the algorithm. Track 3 represents the
track after selecting a more optimized track from track 1 and
track 2 and smoothing.

As shown in Figure 11, track 1 and track 2 represent the
simulation results of selecting the velocity vector interval at
the boundary of the No.1 and No.4 volcanic ash areas,
respectively.

It can be clearly seen from Figure 11 that the line between
the first tangent point and the starting point obtained after
translation along the normal direction will intersect the No.2
and No.5 volcanic ash areas, so it is necessary to continue to
translate the connection along the normal direction. Track 3
represents the track after selecting a more optimized track
from track 1 and track 2 and smoothing.(e distances of the
three trajectories fromMadrid to Cairo are shown in Table 3.

(e length of the three trajectories in the simulation
result of Figure 10 is represented by the trajectory distance
one, and the length of the three trajectories in the simulation

Route map

Data of ash cloud
windows10

Calculate
windows10

result

Figure 9: Simulation experiment environment.

Table 2: Latitude and longitude coordinates and radius of the
volcanic ash center.

Volcanic ash area Longitude Latitude Radius (km)
1 2.9°E 36.9°N 110
2 14.5°E 36.7°N 200
3 28.1°E 35.4°N 160
4 22.8°E 32.1°N 110
5 12.9°E 32.0°N 200

Track1
Track2
Track3

Figure 10: Path 1 covered by volcanic ash.

Track1
Track2
Track3

Figure 11: Path 2 covered by volcanic ash.
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result of Figure 11 is represented by the trajectory distance
two.

In addition, the same analysis is carried out on the path
from Algiers (the capital of Algeria) to Rome (the capital of
Italy). Algiers is located in the northern part of Algeria with
the latitude and longitude coordinates of 36°N, 3°E. Rome is
located in central and western Italy with the latitude and
longitude coordinates of 39°N, 12°E. (e longitude and
latitude coordinates of the center of the volcanic ash area and
the volcanic clouds circle radius are shown in Table 4.

(e track results are shown in Figure 12.
In Figure 12, track 1 and track 2 represent the simulation

results of selecting the velocity vector interval at the
boundary of the volcanic ash area No.2 and No.5, respec-
tively. (e tangent point is obtained after translation along
the normal direction from the connecting line of the starting
and ending points, the velocity vector interval is determined
by the tangent point, and the final track is obtained by
substituting it into the algorithm. Track 3 represents the
track after selecting a more optimized track from track 1 and
track 2 and smoothing. (e three track length results are
shown in Table 5.

From the analysis of the above simulation results, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) From the case of Madrid to Cairo, it can be seen that
the tangent point between the parallel movement of
the algorithm and the volcanic ash area will affect the
final result of the track, but the track 2 distance is less
than the track 1 distance in both cases. It shows that
the smaller the translation distance along the normal
direction, the smaller the additional distance that the
track exceeds the path, which is more in line with the
actual operating conditions.

(2) Two boundary vectors will appear in the collection of
velocity vectors generated in the same volcanic ash
area. (e smaller the angle between the direction of
the velocity vector and the unit vector connecting the
starting and ending points, the closer the resulting
final track distance will be to the course distance.(e
larger the unit vector angle between the starting and
ending points, the farther the final track distance will
be.

(3) From the case of Algiers to Rome, it can be seen that
the final track results conform to the law, but the first
half of track 2 fails to strictly follow the algorithm.
(e reason is that the starting and ending points are
relatively close, and the volcanic ash area is where the
starting and ending points pass through. More often,
the locally optimal solution is easy to appear when
calculating the velocity vector, so that the result of
track 2 does not satisfy the global optimal solution,
but it satisfies the global feasible solution. Relative to
track 1, track 2 is still a more optimized track result.

In order to reflect the superiority of the algorithm and
the fairness of the comparison, different path planning al-
gorithms are used to plan the path fromMadrid to Cairo and
the path from Algiers to Rome. (e traditional A-star

algorithm, artificial potential field method, and genetic al-
gorithm are used for simulation many times, and the
running environment of these algorithms is identical. (e
searching process of the improved A-star algorithm is shown
in Figures 13–15.

(e searching process of the traditional A-star algorithm
and genetic algorithm is shown in Figures 16–18.(e Arabic
numerals in the figure indicate the search order.

(e results of path planning from Madrid to Cairo are
shown in Table 6 and Figure 19.

(e results of path planning from Algiers to Rome are
shown in Table 7 and Figure 20.

Table 3: (ree trajectory distances from Madrid to Cairo.

Track Track distance one (km) Track distance two (km)
1 3660 3898
2 3579 3576
3 3525 3474

Table 4: Latitude and longitude coordinates and radius of the
volcanic ash canter.

Volcanic ash area Longitude Latitude Radius (km)
1 3.8°E 36.5°N 50
2 5.8°E 36.8°N 80
3 7.5°E 38.2°N 120
4 7.9°E 35.0°N 110
5 10.3°E 37.8°N 90

Track1
Track2
Track3

Figure 12: Path 3 covered by volcanic ash.

Table 5: (ree trajectory distances from Algiers to Rome.

Track Track distance (km)
1 1120
2 1148
3 1095
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(e two scenarios are different. (e length of the path
fromMadrid to Cairo is approximately three times that from
Algiers to Rome, so in the scenario of Madrid to Cairo, the
off-course distance is longer. In addition, the gap between
ash clouds No.1 and No.2 is small, resulting in a generally
small distance between aircraft and the ash clouds.

It can be seen that the path planning results of the
improved A-star algorithm are better than other several
algorithms; in descending order, they are the improved
A-star algorithm, genetic algorithm, traditional A-star al-
gorithm, and artificial potential field method.

(e repulsive potential field function is shown as

Urep(q) �
1
2
krep

1
ρ q, q0( 

−
1
ρ0

 

2

0≤ ρ q, q0( ≤ ρ0. (10)

(e reason for the bad effect of the artificial potential
field method is that the volcanic ash has a large area and
dense distribution (ρ0 and krep are large), which has a
greater impact on the repulsion function of the artificial
potential field, the path curve is smooth, the result just
related to the parameters (path is influenced by attraction
and repulsion), so that it takes a shorter time to operate(it is
unnecessary to search path), and distance off course is not
large (airplane fly around volcanic ash clouds), but this
causes the airplane to take a long detour, which makes the
distance become longer, and the change of angle is larger,
so the path planning result is not ideal. (e performance of
the genetic algorithm is relatively worse, the change of
angle is very small, because it rarely allows the aircraft to fly
between two ash clouds (in the Madrid-Cairo scenario, the

Shortest path
Other searching path

Madrid

Cairo

Shortest path
Other searching path

Rome

Algiers

Figure 13: Searching process of the improved A-star algorithm.

First
search

Second
search

3360 km 3600 km

Third
search

Fourth
search

3507 km 3380 km

3400 km 3493 km

3441 km4060 km

Shortest path
Other searching path

Figure 14: Search path F(n) from Madrid to Cairo.
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plane goes around the southwest side of all the ash clouds),
but it also has the longest distance and the longest distance
off course. Also, it needs much more time to operate. (e
shortcomings of premature convergence of the genetic
algorithm are found in repeated experiments (optimization
based on the initial solution can only reach the local

optimal solution). (e performance of the traditional
A-star algorithm is much better, but the exploration of
nodes will have a great impact on the h(n) function. Be-
cause the aircraft always chooses the point with the smallest
total cost of moving F(n) when exploring the surroundings
(8 nodes), the path length is shorter. At the same time, the

First
search

Second
search

Third
search

Fouth
search

1080 km1055 km

1060 km1090 km

1195 km1065 km

1065 km1205 km

Shortest path
Other searching path

Figure 15: Search path F(n) from Algiers to Rome.

Figure 16: (e searching process of traditional A-star algorithm from Madrid to Cairo.
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aircraft bypasses the volcanic ash cloud, so the deviation
distance is shorter. (e fixed exploration formula reduces
the running time, but the search direction is fixed, which
leads to more turns and the largest amount of angle change.
ORCA algorithm decreases the search nodes of the A-star
algorithm, thereby reducing the complexity; shorter path
and smaller turning angles make it easier for pilots to
operate; it also reduces the distance off course. In summary,
the improved A-star algorithm performs well in both
computation time and simulation results, but in some
repeated experiments, the results are quite different from
the optimal path. (e reason may be that the selection of a
critical velocity vector has a great influence on the result.

Comparison of improved A-star algorithm and tradi-
tional A-star algorithm is shown in Table 8, Figure 21,
Table 9, and Figure 22.

(e A-star algorithm and genetic algorithm are calcu-
lated in a raster map, resulting in a path that is not smooth
enough. At the same time, it is difficult to accurately express

grids that are not completely covered by obstacles, and it is
difficult to express dynamic obstacles. (e A-star algorithm
has limited exploration directions (4 or 8 directions) and
lacks flexibility, which causes the airplane to fly in a broken
line even in an obstacle-free area. (e encoding and
decoding process of the genetic algorithm is more com-
plicated, some parameters (population size, crossover rate,
and mutation rate) need to rely on empirical selection, the
convergence speed is slow, and the calculation time is long.
In the artificial potential field method, the moving object is
moved by the resultant force, and it is possible that the local
resultant force will be zero, and a locally optimal solution
will appear. In addition, the aircraft will only avoid obstacles
within a certain range from the obstacles, and the avoidance
route cannot be planned in advance, causing the aircraft to
detour far.(e result is affected by the parameters. Improved
A-star algorithm to explore the number of nodes is related to
the number and density of obstacles that affect the flight of
the aircraft, so it will be very complicated when there are

Figure 17: (e searching process of traditional A-star algorithm from Algiers to Rome.

Algiers

Algiers

Rome

Cairo

Figure 18: (e searching process of genetic algorithm.
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many obstacles or densely distributed. (e route planned by
this algorithm is close to the obstacle, and the safety is poor.
(erefore, it is necessary to set a protection zone around the
obstacle in advance when planning the route.

Based on the results of static path planning by the
improved A-star algorithm, in dynamic path planning, it is
assumed that the volcanic ash cloud is an aircraft with a
large area, a slow moving speed, and inability to actively
avoid obstacles. According to the flight information, it is
assumed that the speed of the aircraft is 900 km/h

(assuming that the speed of the aircraft on the flight path
remains unchanged). Since this path is in the prevailing
westerly zone with a southwest wind, the movement speed
is 10m/s (uniform linear motion), and the wind direction is
45° (assuming that the movement speed and size of volcanic
ash cloud remain unchanged). (e results of dynamic path
planning from Madrid to Cairo are shown in Table 10 and
Figure 23.

(e results of dynamic path planning from Algiers to
Rome are shown in Table 11 and Figure 24.

Artificial Potential Field
Method
Genetic algorithm

Improved A-star
algorithm
Traditional A-star 
algorithm

Figure 19: (e results of path planning from Madrid to Cairo.

Table 6: (e results of path planning from Madrid to Cairo.

Algorithm category Improved A-star
algorithm [23, 24]

Traditional A-star
algorithm [14, 17]

Artificial potential field method
[12, 13] Genetic algorithm [10]

Path length 3441 km 3653 km 3760 km 3920 km
Change of angle 80° 360° 211° 90°
Distance off course 173 km 200 km 180 km 453 km
Run time 0.084 s 1.770 s 0.072123 s 353.036 s
Algorithmic
complexity O(2n) O(n2) O(n2) O((n− 1)2)

Table 7: (e results of path planning from Algiers to Rome.

Algorithm category Improved A-star algorithm
[23, 24]

Traditional A-star algorithm
[14, 17]

Artificial potential field
method [12, 13] Genetic algorithm [10]

Path length 1060 km 1155 km 1175 km 1180 km
Change of angle 89° 270° 105° 82°
Distance off course 45 km 130 km 155 km 160 km
Run time 0.030 s 1.167 s 0.227643 s 162.120050 s
Algorithmic
complexity O(2n) O(n2) O(n2) O((n− 1)2)
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Artificial Potential Field
Method
Genetic algorithm

Improved A-star
algorithm
Traditional A-star 
algorithm

Figure 20: (e results of path planning from Algiers to Rome.

Table 8: Comparison of the improved A-star algorithm and traditional A-star algorithm from Madrid to Cairo.

Item Improved A-star
algorithm

Traditional A-star
(10∗10)

Traditional A-star
(20∗ 20)

Traditional A-star
(30∗ 30) Traditional A-star (40∗ 40)

Search
directions 2 8

Explore nodes 8 656 2152 4744 8344
Run time (s) 0.084 0.717 1.770 4.518 10.446

0.084
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Improved
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algorithm

Traditional 
A-star 
(10*10)

Traditional 
A-star 
(20*20)

Traditional 
A-star 
(30*30)

Traditional 
A-star 
(40*40)

Run time (s)
Explore nodes

Figure 21: Comparison of the improved A-star algorithm and traditional A-star algorithm from Madrid to Cairo.

Table 9: Comparison of the improved A-star algorithm and traditional A-star algorithm from Algiers to Rome.

Item Improved A-star
algorithm

Traditional A-star
(10∗10)

Traditional A-star
(20∗ 20)

Traditional A-star
(30∗ 30) Traditional A-star (40∗ 40)

Search
directions 2 8

Explore nodes 8 336 1248 2872 4616
Run time (s) 0.030 0.520 1.167 2.409 4.446
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Since the ash cloud is moving much slower than the speed
of the aircraft, the impact on the path length is small, in terms
of path length, the first scenario increased by -1.54%, and the
second scenario decreased by 0.28%. Also, the influence of

distance off course is small. However, the aircraft may ap-
proach other ash clouds while avoiding dynamic ash clouds. If
the ash cloudmoves at a high speed, the aircraftmay not be able
to bypass other ash clouds, and the path needs to be replanned.

Run time (s)
Explore nodes

0.03
0.52

1.167

2.409

4.446

8
336

1248

2872
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1000
2000
3000
4000
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Improved
 A-star

algorithm

Traditional 
A-star 
(10*10)

Traditional 
A-star 
(20*20)

Traditional 
A-star 
(30*30)

Traditional 
A-star 
(40*40)

Figure 22: Comparison of the improved A-star algorithm and traditional A-star algorithm from Algiers to Rome.

Table 10: (e results of dynamic path planning from Madrid to Cairo.

Items Static path planning Dynamic path planning
Path length 3441 km 3387 km
Change of angle 80° 74°
Distance off course 173 km 44 km

static path planning
(Improved A-Star algorithm)
dynamic path planning

Figure 23: (e results of dynamic path planning from Madrid to Cairo.

Table 11: (e results of dynamic path planning from Algiers to Rome.

Items Static path planning Dynamic path planning
Path length 1060 km 1063 km
Change of angle 89° 82°
Distance off course 45 km 50 km
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5. Conclusions

(is paper plans the path in the volcanic ash area and uses
the speed vector idea of the ORCA algorithm to improve the
A-star algorithm. By introducing the concept of the potential
collision set, the speed and acceleration set of the aircraft in
the volcanic ash area are obtained. We select the optimal
speed range of the aircraft from the limited elements, cal-
culate the flight trajectory by accumulating the displacement
increments, and continuously update the F(n) value to
obtain the final path planning result. We solve the problems
of traditional A-star algorithm in aircraft flight path plan-
ning, such as many search nodes, wide search directions, and
long computing time. (e main research work is reflected as
follows. First, we establish an algorithm model for the
volcanic ash area. Based on the algorithm model, we select a
reasonable speed range for the aircraft. Second, we improve
the path planning algorithm to complete the pathfinding.
We draw lessons from the speed vector idea of the ORCA
algorithm and use a critical speed vector for path planning to
optimize the underlying structure of the A-star algorithm.
(ird, we introduce the evaluation function. (e distance
between the airplane and the volcanic ash area is weighted,
and the speed and direction of the airplane are weighted.(e
two together constitute the evaluation function update h(n)
function and F(n) function.

(e algorithm used in this paper is an improvement in
the exploration direction of the A-star algorithm. (e
planning result is a global optimal solution and will not fall
into the local optimal problem. (e performance of the
genetic algorithm is relatively good, but the shortcomings of
premature convergence of genetic algorithms are found in

repeated experiments. (e performance of the traditional
A-star algorithm is unstable, and the exploration of nodes
will have a great impact on the h(n) function. However, the
algorithm does not involve the aspect of reducing explo-
ration nodes. You can start from this aspect to reduce
computing time and improve algorithm efficiency.

In the two experimental scenarios, the improved A-star
algorithm has advantages in terms of path length, the dis-
tance between aircraft and volcanic ash area, distance off
course, and computational complexity, which is generally
superior to other algorithms. Compared with static path
planning, dynamic path planning reduces the distance be-
tween the aircraft and the ash area, and the path length
remains basically unchanged.

(is paper plans the route in the volcanic ash area and
uses the speed vector idea of the ORCA algorithm to im-
prove the A-star algorithm.

By introducing the concept of a potential collision set,
the speed and acceleration set of the aircraft in the volcanic
ash area is obtained. (e optimal speed range of the aircraft
is selected from the finite elements, the flight trajectory is
calculated by the cumulative displacement increment, and
the F(n) value is continuously updated to obtain the final
path planning result. (e traditional A-star algorithm solves
the problems of multiple search nodes, wide search direc-
tions, and long calculation time in aircraft flight path
planning. (e main research work is as follows. First, we
establish an algorithm model for the volcanic ash area.
According to the algorithm model, we select a reasonable
speed range for the aircraft. Second, we improve the path
planning algorithm to complete the path search. Using the
speed vector idea of the ORCA algorithm for reference, the

static path planning
(Improved A-Star algorithm)
dynamic path planning

Figure 24: (e results of dynamic path planning from Algiers to Rome.
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critical speed vector is used for path planning, and the
underlying structure of the A-star algorithm is optimized.
Finally, the evaluation function is introduced. (e distance
between the aircraft and the volcanic ash area is weighted,
and the speed and direction of the aircraft are weighted. (e
two together constitute the evaluation function update h(n)
function and F(n) function.

In future research, we can try to add restriction con-
ditions in the loop statement of the algorithm to achieve the
purpose of identifying the exploration node. We will try our
best to avoid obstacles and avoid conflicts with other flights
by climbing, descending, or changing speed. We will also
consider the expansion or contraction of the ash area while
increasing the evaluation indicators such as fuel con-
sumption and flight time.
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